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This book's central aim is to explain how some currents 
of thought in the realist and neorealist schools in the 
social sciences explain international integration today. A 
second objective is to offer up an initial critique of neo-
realism in the existing complex international political 

and economic system. Lastly, it presents us with a stimu-
lating analysis of regionalism in the post-Cold War peri-
od, some case studies and considerations about political 

coalitions and non governmental organizations (NGOs), 
of great importance in the Americas. 

This critical look at different realist and neorealist 
theoreticians (Carr, Kehoane, Nye, Watz, etc.) has the 
virtue of restricting itself to the Western Hemisphere. 
This makes it especially original and important, both in 
terms of theoretical proposals for the study of interna-

tional relations in our time and, more particularly, its 
focus on countries in the Americas as its central empiri-

cal reference point. 
This Mexican-U.S. collaborative effort was made in 

and from Mexico on the initiative of Mexican academics 
who invited Canadian, U.S., Mexican and Latin 

American experts to participate, including J. Ikenberry, 

U. Pipitone, M.K. Hawes, J. Chabat, J.M. Grieco, B. 
Torres, C. Escudé, V. Arriaga and the book's coordinators 
themselves. Besides being a theoretical reformulation of 
the study of the new phenomena in the Americas, it is an 
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"The traditional view 

of international politics 

as a chess board is no longer 

tenable, given that not all 

the players on the important 

boards are states." 

introspective work on the methodology used for under-

standing regional phenomena as a watershed for the reor-
ganization of the end-of-century new order. 

In commenting the book's proposals, a first mention 

should be made that a study about any country's territo-
rial expansion (in this case, the United States, the domi-
nant actor in the region) would be unfortunate if at the 
same time an effort is not made to theoretically under-
stand its regional dimension. Along these lines, and with 
reference to K. Boot, we can say that divorcing strategic 
from area or regional studies is ineffectu.  al  since it amounts 
to thinking in a void. 

Throughout the entire book, the authors persevere in 
the analysis of the realist and neorealist schools, attempt-
ing, in addition, a parallel study which reveals the rela-
tively divergent temporal, spacial and political planes 
that they occupy in the global organization of the past-
present. In this sense, it is estimated that "the traditional 
view of international politics as a chess board is no longer 
tenable given that in contemporary world politics not all 

the players on the important boards are states, and varia-
tion of the boards limits state behavior. Some are more 
susceptible than others to the use of force." 

In the light of this historical approximation, the 
authors reexamine ideas of neorealist thinkers about real-
ism and "complex interdependency." They maintain that 
"from the start, their intention was to make a synthesis of 
—not completely reject— realism like their predeces-
sors, the modernist liberals, had. At the center of their  

analysis is the creation of an ideal type, which they called 
`complex interdependence'." 

Outstanding among the articles on regionalism vs. 
the nation-state is the work by Jorge Chabat, who 
expounds the case of Mexico's integration into the post-
Cold War world; by Ugo Pipitone, who deals with new 
regional actors; and by Alan Grieco, who writes about 
regional economic institutionalization. 

The last pan of the book includes several case studies 
vis-á-vis the systemic level as a limitation of neorealist 
theory. Agustín Arriaga's article is about U.S.-Mexican 

commercial reciprocity from 1883 on, and Héctor Gon-
zález delves into the relationship between Colombia and 
Mexico in the domestic and international fight against 
drugs. Brian R. Stevenson and Guillermo Torres present 
an interesting article in which they analyze the role of 
non governmental organizations in the relationship be-

tween Canada and Latin America in the context of the 
North American Free Trade Agreement. 

In their conclusion, the coordinators state that the 
book's three initial aims have been reached: 1) under-
standing the most important tendencies toward change 
in the political system of the Americas; 2) evaluating the 
usefulness and limitations of realist and neorealist theo-
ries for studying international relations in the Americas; 
and 3) establishing points of contact between European 
and U.S. internationalists (the two laboratories in which 

these theories were initially experimented with) and their 
Mexican and Latin American counterparts. Finally, the 
authors suggest that this is a contribution to the process 

The authors reexamine 

ideas of neorealist 

thinkers about realism 

and "complex 

interdependency." 
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of generating theories "from the South and from the 
North" which "would help us, through empirical analy-
sis, to better understand and predict the international 
forces that will mark the behavior of societies and states 

in the Western Hemisphere as we approach the twenty-

first century. " 

José Luis Valdés-Ugalde 

Researcher at CISAN 

Los mexicanos en los Estados Unidos 

(Mexicans in the United States) 
Roger Díaz de Cosío, Graciela Orozco and Esther González 

Sistemas Técnicos de Edición 

Mexico City, 1997, 331 pp.  

It is difficult to deal with a topic as complex as the con-
temporary history of Mexicans who have temporarily 

resided or settled for good in the United States. However, 
Roger Díaz de Cosío, Graciela Orozco and Esther 

González, in their book Los mexicanos en los E. U., do a 

novel, up-to-date and complete overall analysis of the 
demographic, political, socio-economic and cultural sit-
uation of our fellow Mexicans who live within our north-
ern neighbor's borders. To be sure, there are already many 
specialized academic texts on this topic that, for example, 
deal with these peoples' history (and what was Mexican 
territory before the U.S.-Mexican War); Mexican migra-
tion to the United States from the nineteenth century on; 
the Civil Rights Movement; the great wealth of cultural 

manifestations —which are increasingly revolutionary-
of the Chicano movement; general educational questions 
and the growing number of studies on Chicanos in par-
ticular; the economic and social situation of Hispanics in 
different parts of the U.S.; the growing role of Spanish-
language and bilingual media in these groups' self-expres-
sion; and finally, the impact on bilateral relations with 

the United States. 
The originality of this book lies in its detailed descrip-

tion of these questions from a global, interdisciplinary 
perspective. That is what makes it an obligatory reference 
book with an up-to-date compendium of figures and 
timely interpretations. 

I could go into more detail about all the topics the 
authors touch on. However, I will refer exclusively to the 
Mexican government's recent effort to get closer to the 
Mexican-American community it had forgotten for so 

many years, and the new activism stemming from that, 
an unprecedented period in Mexican foreign policy. In 
many essays, I have maintained that from the start of the 

NAFTA negotiations, the U.S. and Mexican governments 
adopted a more pbsitive attitude which resulted in the 
development of a continual, constant dialogue and the 

formalization of the links between different actors in 
both countries. As a result, dozens of bilateral agreements 
about different questions were signed and officials of 
both nations met more and more frequently, creating the 
basis for our government changing its relatively passive 

foreign policy style. 
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